Campus news.

Walking the halls.

"Prom Den' Now In Walker"

"Camping Master" Is NOW IN "Campus".

"Tickets sales have been progressing well this week although it's a little too late for the students. This will be the first real Prom in Walker Memorial Hall."

"The annual ball yearly attracts former students, alumni, and friends. The final selection of entertainment will consist of Tech Show. They are looking for musical, dramatic, and literary types. The students are grateful to him for his unreserved response to our invitation."

Cigarette Company Reneges On Orders

The Allison Tobacco Company, a firm advertising that it would send cigarettes at reduced prices from Delaware to students for the coming academic year, has reneged on its promises, according to an editorial in the Allison Tobacco Company, the Atlas Tobacco Company, the Popular Tobacco Company, and the Reliable Tobacco Company.

"The Allison Tobacco Company's promise to send cigarettes at reduced prices to students for the coming academic year has been reneged on by the company."

Final Competition For Student Prizes To Be Next Month

The final competition for student prizes will be held next month. The prizes will be awarded to the students who have submitted the best work in the various fields of study.

Dean Claims Students Are Unable To Appraise Teachers Accurately

Dean Stassen agrees.

We need a new approach.

Watch For The Tech's Special Convocation Issue On Sale Tues., April 5
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HOLIDAY TRAVEL for A LOT LESS MONEY

HOLIDAY for Adventure in Good Smoking

American Ordnance Association Shows Navy Color Movies

By DOYALD BERNITT

American Ordnance Association Shows Navy Color Movies

On Thursday, March 17, at 7:00 p.m., the members of the M.I.T. Navy Association were entertained at their first annual meeting. The members were treated to an excellent color film sponsored by the American Ordnance Association. The film featured various scenes from the Navy's color movie program, including footage of the ship's journey and the dockside activity. The film was an excellent introduction to the Navy's color movie series, which includes a range of subjects from the history of the Navy to modern military operations. The film was accompanied by an informative discussion of the production process, including the role of color in the navy's mission. The evening concluded with a brief question-and-answer session, allowing members to ask questions and share their thoughts. Overall, the meeting was a success, providing members with an opportunity to learn more about the Navy's color movie program and its importance to the navy's mission. The next meeting of the student chapter, on March 23, at 7:00 p.m., will feature a film on the navy's role in the Cold War, with a focus on the navy's efforts to develop and deploy advanced technology. The evening will conclude with a discussion of the role of the navy in maintaining global stability and security. The chapter will continue to host a series of color film presentations throughout the year, providing members with an opportunity to learn more about the navy's role in the modern world. The next meeting of the student chapter will feature a film on the navy's role in the Cold War, with a focus on the navy's efforts to develop and deploy advanced technology. The evening will conclude with a discussion of the role of the navy in maintaining global stability and security. The chapter will continue to host a series of color film presentations throughout the year, providing members with an opportunity to learn more about the navy's role in the modern world.
Veterans Help Lacrosse Team

HE HAS BUILT A BRAND NEW CITY

The "telephone man" is mighty busy these days!

Since the war, among many other things, he has built or enlarged 2,500 buildings... scores of them large enough to fit into the skyline of a modern metropolis.

These buildings are more than brick, mortar and telephone equipment. They are jobs for thousands of men and women... more and better telephone service for millions of people... more business for towns and cities where they are located.

But most important of all, they are an indication of the Bell System's earnest efforts to keep up with the nation's ever growing needs for communications service.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
Leaders To Get Certificates At Activities Ball

WMC Will Give Out Spring Formal Bids To Activity Workers

The annual award for time and energy devoted to activities is the formal Activities Ball to be held this year on April 16. In Monroe Hall, this dance is distributed by the Walker Memorial Committee to those activities leading their financial support. Demand for tickets among the various activities has been quite high for the past two years.

At this year's ball the Technion will again make dancing amid an Easter theme possible. There will be additional entertainment. Three bids are allotted to each participating class B activity and larger numbers to classes C and D. The request to and all sub-committees. Leaders in class A activities will receive at the ball an official certificate in recognition of their work.

William Zemanek '48, last year's chairman, conceived the idea of an Activities Ball two years ago and the succeeding dances have been well enough attended to justify another good participation. William Peppler '50 is this year's chairman.

Forum

(Continued from Page 1)

teachers had assigned them and then the homework assignments would be regulated accordingly.

Optional Problems and Quizzes

It was recommended from the floor that optional problems be given on exams and that one optional exam be given each term as was done in 401 last fall. Professor Mueller immediately countered "optional questions and exams would require too much additional work on the part of the faculty." The question of getting better teachers was raised Professor Mueller responded that, "teachers think of teaching like freshmen think of 4:00 laboratory exam six counts five per cent."

Dean Harrimon said that the teachers were judged by their enthusiasm for their subject and by their scholarship not by their record in research work.

Assemblies Ball

(Continued from Page 1)

the committee followed by receiving until midnight. The receiving line will include prominent members of the Institute faculty, administrators, and company representatives.

At midnight, the Grand March begins and at twelve-thirty a buffet supper will be held in the gym. Grants of the committee will serve as pourers. Dancing until three will begin and at twelve-thirty a buffet line will include prominent members of the committee followed by reception until midnight. The receiving line will include prominent members of the committee and by their scholar-ship not by their record in research work.

Alfa-Charles Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis., April 15, 13; II, VI, XV.

Republic Steel Corp., Cleveland, Ohio, April 14, II, VI.

National Carbon Co., Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, April 20, X, II, VI.

As you know, our interviewing schedules are getting smaller. Therefore, it is all the more necessary for students to notice companies listed below. Three companies are very anxious to receive letters from qualified students. Their addresses may be obtained from the Student Placement Bureau.

2. Case Company, Racine, Wis.; II, III.

Cologneum-Nailc Inc., Marcus Hook, Pa.; X, II.

Fabric Research Labs., Boston, Mass.; Women science majors.

HOTEL

FENSGATE

534 BEACON STREET
Just Off Massachusetts Avenue

A new college center for Boston with inexpensive entertainment to suit your purse.

Singing encouraged at our upstairs room where we feature beer at $.65 a quart and the SATIRE ROOM downstairs for dining and dancing.